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Abstract 

This thesis examines the historiogaphy of the early-hventieth cei~tury British artists 

Vanessa Bell ( 1879- 196 1 ) and Dora Carrington ( 1893-1 932) in order to understand the 

unique circumstnnces of their rnarginalization within an historicai literaturr. Specifically, 

it examines the predominance of personal histories that detail their participation in the 

well-known British social and intellectual circk, the Bloomsbury Group, and their 

relationships with their better-known partners, artist Duncan Grant and writer L-mon 

Strachey. That focus on biographical detail and personal history is show to have 

eclipsed critical analysis of their art. 

The reprcsentation of Bell and Caningon as artists is examined in seven significant 

areas: surveys of British art, exhibition catalogues, writings on the artists of the 

Bloomsbury Group. biographies, collections of their leners and witinçs, writing on the 

"woman of Bloomsbury," and ferninist readings. In this way, three Factors that contribute 

most to their rnarginalization are discovered. First, I discuss the perception of what 

constitutes professionalism in an, sprci tically the ramifications of Carringon's limited 

participation in  exhibi tions and professional artists' associations. Second, 1 examine Bell 

and Carringion's extensive prodiiction of drcorative ans, including what they produced 

and where it was produced, and its critical reception. In particular, 1 look at the 

conventional conflation of drcorative arts. domrsticity and wornen's work. which 

affected perceptions of Bell's and Carrington1s decorative work. And finally, 1 consider 

the implications of Bell and Carrington's choice of conventionally ferninine genres, 

specifically their perceived autobiogaphical nature. Throughout this examination, it is 

clearly established that Bell's work is taken more seriously and discussed more often than 

Cam ngtonts art. 



ARer examining the literature, iwo models are presented for the re-examination of 

Carringon's artistic career-recent reconsiderations of Bell by Deirdre Madrigal, and by 

Bridget Elliott and JO-Ann Wallacr. 

Finally, it is posited that the construction and methodology of much of the litenture 

positions the art careers of Bell and Camhgton as of secondary value. or as ferninine 

copies of a masculine original. 
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Introduction 

There is much recent interest in an early-twentieth century British intellectual circle, 

the Bloomsbury Group, yet the literature regarding the art of Bloomsbury members 

Vanessa Bell ( 1879- 196 1 ) and Dora Camngton ( 1893- 1933) remains remarkably lirnited. 

Most of what does exist has focused on their personal histones, pariicularly their 

relationships with better-known members of Bloomsbury: the artist Duncan Grant, and 

the writers Lytton Strachey and Virginia Woolf. This is despite their own prolific artistic 

careers. It also appears that as individual artists they have been obscured by the larger 

shadows cast by the revival of interest in the Bloomsbury circie in generai. Bell's and 

Camngton's personal livrs and their multifaceted relationships within the group ofien 

hold far more appeal to scholars, and by extension to the çeneral public, than do their 

careers as artists. 

It has not been unusual for women artists to be overlooked, yet the specific ways 

Vanessa Bell and Camngton have been (dis)regarded in an historical literature makes 

their situation unique.' In this thesis 1 examine their historiography, as well as the 

' Dora Carrington went by the name Carrington both fomially and informally h m  the time she was at the 
Slade School of Art in 19 IO until her death in 1932. 1 therefore use "Carrington" when refemng to her. 



methodologies within it, and, as Griselda Pollock suggests, "ask the important quemon of 

what fiameo or motivates" these approaches.' 1 discuss the representation of Bell and 

Camhgtoo in seven sigïificant areas: surveys of British moderr! art, exhibition 

catalogues, writings about the artists of the Bloornsbury Group, biographies, collections 

of their leâters and wiitings, writings on the "women of Bloomsbiiry," and feminin 

readings.j The problematic fashion in which Bell and Camngton have been framed in the 

literature has contributed to their releçation to the margins of an history. 

Bell's and Camngton's marginalization as anists can be attributed to various factors 

associated with their pnder. These incl ude the perception of what constitutes 

professionalism in art, their extensive production of decorative arts, and the perceived 

autobiographical and feminine nature of their an. As Gnselda Pollock and Rozsika 

Parker point out, "to discover the history of women and art is in part to account for the 

way art history is written. To expose its underlying values, its assumptions, its silences 

and its prejudices is also to understand that the way women anists are recorded and 

described is crucial to the definition of art and the artist in our society."' Ultimately, the 

construction and rnethodology of much of the literature positions the art careers of Bell 

and Camngton as of secondary value, or, as feminine copies of a masculine original. 

[t quickly becomes apparent upon exarnining the literature that Bell is taken fat more 

senously and, therefore, discussed more oflen than Camngton. There are many reasons 

For this. Primary among them is the fact that Bell participated in professional artists' 

associations and exhibited more often than did Camngton, and so was more publicly 

visible and perceived to be a more professional artist. In the critical surveys of 

3 - Griselda Pollock. Getreratiotrs a td  Geagraphies irr the t ?mal Arts: E'mitrrst Reudi~tgs 
(London:RoutIedge, 1996). p. L 3. 
-' To examine al1 the literature conceming Bloomsbury would be an enormous task. As Regina Mader has 
pointed out, "Bloomsbury is the best-documented literary and artistic coterie in twentieth-century Britain." 
Regina Marler, Srfected Letters of C'artesw Bell (London: Bloomsbury, 1993). p. wïii. Therefore, 1 will 
discuss a representative selection of the literature specifically concerning Bell and Carringon. 

Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock. 0Whli.nres.w.~ Wometr, Art ruid Idrolop (London: Pandora. 
198I), p. 3 .  



Bloomsbury art, Canington i s  discussed briefly, if at all. Yet within the largely 

biographical surveys of the wornen of Bloomsbury, Carrington is given comparable 

attention. Thus, as a character in the story of Bloomsbury, Carrington is considered a 

notable member, while as an artist of Bloomsbury she is virtually disregarded. And even 

Bell, despite receiving more attention, has still been rnarginalized in much of the 

literature. In 1983, Beverley Twitchetl noted that "much of the more recent literature on 

Bloomsbury sliçhts Vanessa Bell's artistic achievements" i n  comparison with the 

achievements of her male partner, Duncan ~ r a n t . ~  

Recently, however, there have been studies that attempt to remedy this situation by 

looking critically at the writinç of this history. Among these studies are works that 

reconsider Bell by rngaging in a feminism that "can be reconceived as a signifying space, 

the space in which through a feminist imperative, we both negate existinç orders of 

phallocentrîc meaning, and in stniggle with representation, generate critical, even new 

r n e a ~ ~ i n ~ s . " ~  In doinç so, these new studies c m  be seen as a part of an increasinç body of 

literature in art history that has responded to the growing retlexivity of the discipline, 

itself a product of the "theoretical and self-criticai reflection" anthropolo~y and history 

undenook more than fi fleen years aga.' Thus, where such evaluations of literature were 

once regardcd in scholarly circlçs simpiy as a foi1 to nrw research in the discipline, they 

are now increasingly regarded as an object of an historical study in themselves, avenues 

Beverley H. Twitchell, Crzntt,re anû Formnlism in Bloomsbury ( h n  Mm-: llMI Research Press. 1987. 
1983), p. 266. Twitchell completed his dissertation in 1983 at the State University of New York at 
Binghamton. 

Pollack 1996. p. 9. ' George Marcus and Michael Fischer, Amhropology as C~tltt~rai Cririqire: An rxpr!rirnen~al moment in rhe 
human scitcnces (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1986). p. 9. in the discipline of history see, for example, 
Dominick La Capra, R~.thir~king Intellectid Hisiory: texts, contexts, Iattrgtragr (Ithaca: Corne11 University 
Press, 1983) and Haydon White, Metahi-~tory: the histurical Ïmagitration irt t t i t i c t t c r t i ~ ~ t - ~ * ~ ~ t t t ~ ~  Europe 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973 ). In the disciphe of anthropolog see Marcus and 
Fischer ( I986), lames Cliffird and George Marcus, Writing C*z~lttire: 131e Por~ics and Politics of 
Ethnograph-v (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986) and Johannes Fabian, Time at7d rhe Other: 
How .-fdwopology Makes ifs Srrbjrci (New York: Columbia, 1983). 



of research into the witing of art history, its narrative structures, conventions, biases and 

si iences. 

Feminist an history hûs been particularly active in this respect. Linda Nochlin's 

seminal article, "Why have there been no great women artists?" (1971). gave rise to a 

number of such reconsiderations of the art historical narrative, chief among them 

Griselda Pollock and Roszika Parker's Oid ~1isrre.s.ves: CVornen. Art und /tlcology ( 198 1 ), 

Norma Broude and Mary Garrard's (eds. ) lkninisnt and A n  History ( 1 982), and their The 

K-'i~punding I1iscour.w (1992), Thalia Gouma Peterson and Patricia Mathews' "The 

Feminist Critique of An and Art History" ( 1987), Pollock's Vision und Bijfjirencr: 

Fernininip. Frrninisrn and the Histories o/' Art ( 1 988), Nanette Salomon's "The An 

Historical Canon: Sins of Omission" ( 199 1 ), Christopher Reed's "Bloornsbury Bashing: 

Homophobia and the Politics of Criticism in the Eighties" ( 199 1 ), Whitney Davis' (ed.) 

Guy und I.esbiun Srudies in Art History (1994) and Arnelia Jones' (ed.) Sexuul IJdir ics  

( 1996). Yet similar critical studies of Bell's and Camngton's an histories are scarce. This 

thesis proposes to add to the field of inquiry by examining these studies and 

reconsidering the conventional an historical narrative. 

Bell and Carringion: Biojyaphical Sketcites 

Vanessa Bell was born in 1879 into a n  upper-middle-class Ençlish family noted for its 

intellectual and artistic punuits. Her aunt was the well-known Victorian photographer 

Julia Margaret Cameron and her younger sister became the renowned feminist and 

writer, Virginia Woolf. Bell studied at Sir Arthur Cope's Art School in South Kensington, 

and in 1901 was accepted at the  Royal Academy Schools. Later, she studied bnefly at the 

Slade School of Art in London. In 1905, Bell founded the Friday Club-an artists' 

discussion and exhibiting group-which exiçted until 1920. She manied the art cntic 

Clive Bell in 1907 and had two sons, Julian and Quentin, born in 1908 and 1910 



respectively. Between 19 12 and 19 1 9 Bell was CO-director-with artist Duncan Grant-of 

the Omega Workshop, a collective organized by Roger Fry to introduce new Poa- 

Impressionist design concepts into decorative art. Bell also exhibited regularly during this 

period, contributing four paintings to Fry's Second Post-Irnpressionist Exhibition in 19 12 

and showinç reylarly with the London Group. In 191 6, Bell moved with Grant to 

Charleston in Sussex. Three yeas Iater they had a daughter, Angelica. Charleston 

became a gathering place for members of Bloomsbury and Bell was at the centre of the 

literary and artistic discussions that took place there. 

Throughout their lives, Bell and Grant worked together, first at the Omega Workshop 

and later at Charleston, sharing models and subjects. Early in her career, Bell worked in 

an almost abstract Post-lrnpressionist style, informed by Formalist theories developed by 

her close f'end, Fry. Richard Shone States that her 19 1 1 painting, Studlund Heuch, kvas 

"one of the most radical works of the time in ~n~land ."*  And Regina Marler points out 

that "her painting and decorative work placed her at the vanguard of British 

modemism. "9 

Bell continued to produce decorative art after the demise of the Omega Workshop, 

particularly at Charleston, where she and Grant had designed the furniture and decorated 

the house. She also undertook a wide variety of decorative commissions, including a 

dinner service for Sir Kenneth Clark ( l932), murals for a church in Benvick ( 194 1-3) and 

dust jackrts for the Hogarth Press (1920s and 1930s). She was also, during the late 1930s, 

a founding instructor at the Euston Road School. 

She produced paintings throughout her life as well, concentrating mostly on portraits, 

landscape and domestic genre in a varie- OF styles, both abstract and representational. 

From the time of her first solo show in 19 15 until her death in 196 1, Bell participated 

Richard Shone. Blwmshtrv Portmifs: I i rmsw Bell. Dirttcatt Gratt~. ami rhrir CircIe (O?<ford: Phaidon. 
1976), p. 172. 

.Marier. 1993. p. ?<in. 



reylarly in goup shows and retrospective exhibitions in London, Pans and New York. 

And yrt, despite this impressive career that spanned half a century, Bell's reputation is 

often reduced in the literature to that of "housemother" of Bloom~bury .~~  

Unlike Bell, Camngton was bom into a solidly middle-class English family. Fourteen 

years Bell's junior, she began her artistic training in 1910 when she entered the Slade 

School of An. Her time at the Slade coincided with Fry's influential Post-lmpressionist 

Exhibitions. Her circle of friends included John and Paul Nash. Mark Gertler, Dorothy 

Bren and C.R. W. Nevinson. Dunng her four years there, Carrington was recognized as a 

highly skilled artist and won a Slade Scholarship and four prizes. in fact, in hlodern 

EngIish Puimrrs ( 1956), Tate Gallery director John Rothenstein wote that, at the Slade, 

Carrington was "a girl of exceptional talent ... a highly gitted painter and an acute 

critic." l l 

Shortly afier graduation, Carrington was introduced to the Bloomsbury Group whose 

memben included Bell, Grant, Fry, Woolf and Strachey. She worked briefly at the 

Omeça Workshop and produced woodblocks For the Hogarth Press. Then in 19 17, she 

moved out of London to Berkshire with her cornpanion, Strachey. This move isolated her 

somewhat from the London an scene, but she continued to produce many highly-praised 

portraits and landscays. The artist Simon Bussy claimed that Camngton's painting were 

"better than anything at the London Group .... better than most French thinçs."12 And 

when André Derain visited London with Picasso in 1919, he selected Carrington as one 

of the most exciting artists. l3 Two years later, in 1921, Fry selected one of her works, 

' Hilton Kramer. "Bloomsbury Idols," Thu Nm. Criterion (January 1984). p. 4. ' I Cited in Gillian Elinor. "Vanessa Bell and Dora Carringon: Bloornsbury Painterr" lVoman's Art Jo~~n~af  
( 1985). Rothenstein was director of the Tate Gallery of Modern Art in London between 1938 and 1964. He 
inciuded these rernarks in the chapter on Mark Genler in Moclent Enghsh Pairtters. vol. 2 ( 1956). 
l2 Cited in Jane Hill. Lhe Art of Dora Carringfon (London: Thames .And Hudson. 1994). p. 85. 
13 Hill, 1994, p. 85. 



7'ulips (c. 192 1), for the "Nameless Exhibition of Modem British Painting" at the 

Grosvenor Galleries in London. 

Despite tiik praise, she exhibited infrequently. Her style was considered by later 

tvriters as not modern enough to make her critically successfu1. Jane Hill States that her 

"poetic realism" was informed by earlier English styles rather than the more avant-garde 

French styles.I4 And, despite her social connection with Bloomsbury, her artistic 

allegiances lay more with Augustus John and John Nash than with Bell and Grant. 

ln the 1910s, Carrington became interested in decorative ans. She undertook many 

decorative commissions, including fresco panels, pub signs, rrompe I't~eil paintings and 

book illustrations. She also actively produced and sold painted tiles and glass pictures. 

The majority of her work, however, was concentrated in the decoration of the homes she 

shared with Strachey-Harnspray and Tidmarsh Mill. 

Camngton worked continually at both easel paintings and decorative works 

throughout her life. She traveled throughout Europe and corresponded with artists such as 

Henry Lamb and Augustus John, and with Virginia Woolf. Shortly atter Stmchey's death 

in 1937, at the ase of 38, Carrington committed suicide. Until the 1970 retrospective of 

her work at London's Upper Grosvenor Galleries, Camngton's art was al1 but forgotten. l 5  

As John Rothenstein explained in 1978, "dunng my long yean as director of the Tate 1 

neither saw an example of her [Camngton's] work nor heard allusions to it senous 

enough to make me attempt to see it."16 In fact, because she never exhibited and ofien 

repainted her canvases, her actual output is hard to quanti@. Only recently has her work 

been properly collected and documented. Camngton's disinterest in exhibiting and her 

early death no doubt contributed to her virtual absence from art history, but given the 

l4 Iane Hill. 'People and Pa.int.'' The Arzisr (Aprii 199 1). p. 25. ' The show was entitled "Carringon." 
l6 Sir John Rothennei~ in the forward to Noel Carrington, CMtigrott: Puitit~rgs. Drczwi~tgs m d  
Drcorattons (Oxford: Oxford Polytechnic Press. 1978), p. 9. Yet, as 1 have pointed out, while Rothenstein 
was the director of the Tate Gallery, he induded "serious allusions" to Ca+-ngtorr i.i his h~ocl~inr English 
Painrers vol. 2 (1956). 



quality of her surviving work, this does not account for the biases that continue to appear 

in literature dealing with her career. 

i n  the Shadow of Bloom-sbury: 

Representing Bell and Carringron in Surveys of British Moderrr Art 

The different degees to which Bell and Camngton are marginalized is most obvious 

in surveys of British modem art. In these texts, while Bell is overshadowed, most ofien 

by her partner Grant, Camngton is  almost completely disregarded. However, Bell's 

position in recent texts is improving because of the growing critical respect for her art 

and the nse of feminism in art history. l 7  For Carrington, however, despite a growing 

body of l iterature, exhibitions of her an in major venues, and the recognition that she was 

"the most neglected senous painter of her time,"18 her place in the official record of art 

history has yet to change significantly. 

The neglect of Bloomsbury artists in general is common to most early surveys of 

British modem art. The Bloomsbury Group was notorious for its alternative politics, 

specifically its espousal of "personai liberty, especially sexual liberty and freedom of 

expression, ... agnosticisrn, pacifism and mild s~cial isrn ."~~ ~ e g n a  Marler draws attention 

to the negative perception of the "hornosexuality of many Bloomsberries, their pacifisrn 

during World War 1, their feminism, their private incomes, [and] their championship of 

French art and l i t e ra t~re . "~  Christopher Reed suggests that the attacks on Bloomsbury 

come as well from a "general failure to come to gnps with the group in any kind of 

l7 Much of Bel's and Carrington's an was lost or. entered private collections. In BlwmJbruy Pie: ïhr 
;\iîakitrg ofrhe Bloomsbup Boom (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1997), p. 205, Regna Marler 
States that the gowing visibility of BeIi's and Carrington's work is a result of both the Bloornsbury revivai 
and the interest of hthony D'ûEay, a London art dealer who has organised many exhibits of the 
Bloomsbury artists' work. 
l 8  Rothenstein, foreword to Carrington, p. 14. 
I 9  Marler. 1993. p. di. 
20 Marier. 1997, p. 1 1 .  



hinorical specificity."" This has led to biassd interpretations of Bloomsbury within 

survey texts of British art? In short, antagonism twvards Bloomsbury in the early 

twentieth centup placed hem in an disadvantaged position. 

Within this cliniate of general neglect of Bloomsbury, Bell and Camngton, as the only 

female visual anists, have been particularly discounted, while Grant and Fry, in contrast, 

have been better treated. The systemic disregard and undervaluing of women's art is no 

doubt largely responsible for this bias. Another pssibility lies in the facr that while 

Bloomsbury is seen as only one aspect of Grant's and Fry's careers, Bell and Camngton 

are fiamed only within a Bloomsbury context. Because of this, they could easily be 

disregarded as part of the widespread antagonism towards Bloomsbury evident in the 

surveys of British modem an. As a result, Simon Watney assens, while the artists "are 

cqually and more important, figures within the wider perspective of European an history, 

[it is] a perspective consistently obscured by their association with ' ~ loo rnsbur~ . ' "~~  

This is perhaps most apparent in Dennis Farr's Engiist'z Arr 18704 940 (1978, 

republished 1984) and Charles Harrison's Iihgiislt Art und !Llodernisrn 1900-1939 ( 198 1 ), 

two of the most popular survey texts of the period within which Bell and Camngton 

worked. Despite the fact that before these books were publisheci, Camngton had been 

featured in two major retrospective exhibitions ( 1970 and 1978) and a shon monograph 

( 1978), neither Fan nor Harrison mention Carrington, or reproduce any of her art. And 

although they mention Bell, it is always in the shadow of Grant. Farr's minimal references 

to Bell, "the artist wife of Clive ~e11,"'~ are strictly biogaphical, noting her role as 

founder of the Friday Club, and her association with the Omega Workshop and the 

Euston Road School. In fact, Fan nevci refers to Bell's art speci fically, although there are 

21  Christopher Reeci,"Bloomsbury Bashing: Homophobia and the Politics of Cnticism in the Eighties." 
Grrrders no. 1 1 ( Fa11 1 99 1 ), p. 58. 
22 See Red. Grt,dcrs, and Anna Greumer Robi~,s, hforlen~ Arc itr Britaitr 19iO-1914 (London: Barbican 
Art Centre, 1997). p. 1 52, for more information on the negiect o f  Bloomsbury . 
?' Simon Watney. E,rgIi.sh Pm-lmptessiionim (London: Cassel1 Ltd.. 1986). p. 28. 
24 D m i s  Fm, Eirgfish Art I R  70-1 PJO (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1 978). p. 200. 



many critiral referencrs to Grant's work. Moreover, he States unequivocally that "the 

rnost gifted Omega designer was undoubtedly Duncan Significantly, Farts 

opinion stands in apposition :; those expressed in more recent literature on the 

decorative arts collective, which have viewed Bell's contribution as at least equal to that 

In Kngfish Art  und iLfodernism 1900-1939 ( 1 98 1 ), Charles Hamson dismisses 

Bloomsbury in turn. In an evaluation of his treatment, Christopher Reed argues that 

Hamson is not only "blind to the implications of women's central place in Bloomsbury," 

but also that "preconceptions about fernale creativity skew his brief description of 

Bloomsbury's collaborative Omega ~ o r k s h o ~ s . " ' ~  Indeed, Harrison infen that Bell's 

talent is secondary, and even an imitation of Grant's, by fiequently comparing her to him 

wirhout elaboration. Harrison's analysis of Bel 1, for instance, involves a long discussion 

of Grant, folloived by the terse statement: "similar vinues and similar failinçs are 

discemible in the work of Vanessa ~ e l 1 . " ~ ~  Hamson later concludes a critical analysts of 

Grant w-th a dismissive appraisal: "in so far as either made a significant contribution to 

the developrnent of modem art," he wites, "it was made before 1920, and neither will 

figure substantially in our account from this point on."29 Thus, like Farr, it is how and 

whai Hamson neçlects to Say about Bell that is so damaging. Harrison sees Bell as a copy 

to Grant's orignal. Indeed, Bridget Ellion and JO-Ann Wallace note that "[flor many 

years, Bell was overshadowed by Grant, rven Frorn Clive Bell and Roger Fry. 

Furthemore, critics nearly always assumed that Vanessa Bell's work was influenced by 

Grant, whom they believed the stronger a r t i ~ t . " ~ ~  Recently however, writers have re- 

25 Fm. p. 209. 
Marler, 1997. p. 718. notes that. in Unregri md Afrrr (198 1). Isabelle Anscombe "poured on praise for 

Vanessa Bell." Judith Collins is equaiiy efisive in The Omega &'orksltops (1984). 
Reed <;r,der.s. p. 62. '* Charles Harrison, E~igiish Art otid h.Iden>,m 1900-1939 (London: Penguin Books, 198 1). p. 70. 

19 Harrison, p. 150. 
Bridget Ellion and JO-.Snn Wallace, IVomrrt driists amf Writer.~: h f d e n ~ i s t  IIm)posiiio~tingr (London: 

Routledge, 1994). p. 80. 



evaluated Bell's position, acknowledging that she is at least Grant's equal. In 1984, John 

Russell Taylor stated that Be!! was "coming out of Grant's shadoc* now as perhaps the 

more powerful and iiiventive p~iinter."~ 

In contrat to Farr's and Hamson's studies, Simon Watney's Engltsh Po:;!- 

Impressionism (1980) provides a more balanced assessrnent of Bell and Grant, and to 

Bloomsbury in general. As Marler states, "not until Simon Watney's FhgIish Po.+ 

Impr~.~.~ionism in 1980 were they [Grant and Bell] granted a dignified place among their 

peer~."~' Nevertheless, despite Bell's more prominent place in Watney's art history, he 

has still favoured Grant both critically and pictoriaily.33 In light of the book's dedication 

to the mernory of Grant and Watney's later work, Ï'he Art off'»uncun Grunt ( 1990), this is 

not surprising. Pcrhaps it is not surprising either that he fails to make any note of 

Camngton whatsoever, even though he does mention her Slade School contrmporaries, 

Gertler, Nash and Nevinson. 

What is surprising is the treatment of Bell and Camngton in Frances Spalding's 

subsequent British Art Since 1900 ( 1  986, repnnted 1992). Like Watnq, she çives far 

more notice and reproductions to Grant than to Bell, and she does not mention 

Carrington at all.3"et, she is not only the primary biographer of Bell, but is also the 

author of a sympathetic and appreciative article in ï72r New Yorker in 1995 conceming 

C?lington's neglect as an artist? 

3 1  Cited in Marler, 1997, p. 220. 
32 Marler, 1997. p. 204. 
j3 In chapten 6 and 7, Watney's discussion of Grant dominates his anaiysis of Bloornsbury. He also includes 
26 reproductions by Grant and oniy 18 by Bell. 
34 See. for example, Spalding 1986. pp. 39-4 1 .  Grant is giwn twice as many reproductions as Bell. 
35 In 1995. aFrer the release of the rnovie Carrit~gro~~. there were two feature articles in nie .hirit. Y o r k  on 
Carringion and BeU. Both articles are prirnarily biogaphicai studies and add little of conventional art 
h i ~ t ~ ~ ~ a l  value. Spaiding has since wrîtten the 1997 National Portrait Gallery publication. Bloomsbirr): 
Grolrp. a short laperson's giide to the members of Bloomsbury which has little critical sipificance. 



Exhibitions, professionalr'sm and the amateur 

The representation of Bell and Carrington in survey texts has much to do with the 

perception of what constitutes anistic professionalism. This perception is based on 

participation in professional artists' associations and exhibitions. As Eliiott and Wallace 

point out, in the eariy twentieth century there was an emphasis upon the 

professionaiization of the artist. This was reflected in a corresponding distinction 

between the amateur and the professional, and the increasing importance of the 

professional a s s~c i a t i on .~~  

Camngton's marçinalization in the history of art is attributable to her disinterest in 

professional artists' associations at a time when an artist's participation in these 

associations was considered evidence of professionalism. Moreover, as Eliiott and 

Wallace have stated, "the 'professional association' became a distinguishing feature of 

modernism, taking the form of various 'ismsT-Imagism, Futurisrn, etc."37 Bell was a 

member of many formai art associations. She was the founder of the Friday Club, a co- 

director of the Omega Workshops, a founding member of the Euston Road School, and a 

member of the London Group and the London Anists' Association. And while Bell's art is 

oRen mentioned only cunorily in surveys of British art, these professional allegiances are 

always d i s c u s ~ e d . ~ ~  Sigiificantly, dunnç her later career, as Bell became more reclusive 

and less involved in professional artists' associations and exhibitions, her art was less 

appreciated. 

Suwey texts often trace the history of these artistic connections. Thus, one reason 

Carrington has not been included in critical studies of Bloomsbury artists is because she 

36 Ellion and Wallace, p. 69. 
37 Ellion and Waiiace, p. 69. 
38 In fact, as I have pointed out, in fig1i.h Art 1870-1940. Demis Farr discusses Bell's allegiances more 
than her art. 



did not form an aesthetic allegiance with Bell or Grant. Moreover, her connections to 

artists with whom she had stronger aesthetic ties were more ofien made on a personal 

level than as a member of an anistic group. So because Camngton was not officially 

connected to any art movement, she has been virtually eliminated from many official 

histories of modem art. 

That Camngton did not participate in professional associations also contributed to the 

impression that she was an amateur. Professionalism signified a seriousness that 

distinguished authentic artists from amateurs. In her study of Victorian women artists, 

Puinring f i m e n ,  Deborah Cherry asserts that "by the mid-nineteenth century the amateur 

practice of art had been redefined as a component of bourgeois femininity."39 Cherry 

goes on to state that "it was the acceptance of a commission and her participation in a 

market of sale and exhibition which marked a woman artist's professional practice of 

art."4o Camnçton accepted commissions and sold decorative ans throughout her life, yet 

these practises have yet to be recognized as signifiers of professionalism. And because 

Camngton rarely sold her painting (as distinct from her decorative work) the impression 

was created that she was an amateur artist. 

In addition, Camngton participated in only a handful of exhibitions during her 

lifetime and her first solo show did not appear until almost forty years afier her death. 

This reluctance on her part to exhibit is attributed variously in the iiterature to her self- 

effacement, her involving position as domestic caretaker, her consuming love for Lytton 

Strachey, and other gender-related issues.'[ These reasons are rarely accompanied by an 

exploration of how being a woman artist and a member of Bloomsbury may have 

affected her disinterest in exhibiting. Furthemore, a focus on these reasons is too often 

j9 Deborah Cherry, Pai~~fi,ig IVomen: Lïcforian Wornetj Artijrs (London: Routledge, 1993). p. 83. 
40 Cherry. p. 97. 

Se, for example, Teresa Grimes, "Camïngton" in Fiw Womrn Painfers, Ed. Teresa Grimes. Judith 
Collins and Oriana Baddeley (London: Lemard Publishing, 1989), p. 1 10. and Hill, 1994, pp. 84-85. 



ussd to j usti@ examination of her notoriously alternative l i  festyle and personality. 

Regardless OF why she r-rely exhibited, the result is the prevalent notion that Carrington 

was not a serious artist. 

In contrast, Bell oAen exhibited her work. Indeed, the most obvious reason for the 

difference in the an historical recognition of Bell's and Camngton's work is their 

exhibiting histoiy. Just as Camngton's amateur status is reinforced by a lack of exhibition 

activity, Bell's professional status is underlined by her more frequent participation in 

exhibitions. Thus, Bell's more prominent place in art history can be directly attributed to 

the public recognition that accompanied these exhibitions. Similarly, the fact that Grant 

outshines Bell in the annals of art history can be attributed, at least in part, to her relative 

reticence to exhibit. And that is also why, before her first retrospective in 1970, and 

without a critical history of exhibitions, Carrington held a very tenuous place in the 

history. Only since 1970, afler three retrospectives and inclusion in a number of groups 

shows, has her work has been incorporated, nominally, into the history of British art. 

Unlike Carrington, Bell had a variety of solo and group shows at home and abroad, 

both ciuring her lifetime and s i n ~ e . ~ ~  Many of Bell's exhibitions have been accompanied 

by catalogues with critical essays; most of Camngton's have not. These recent Bell 

catalogues have also been written by leading Bloomsbury an  historians such as Richard 

Shone and Frances Spalding. However, even though they were written for large and high- 

profile exhibitions, Spalding's and Shone's contributions have not constituted the most 

important commentary on Bell. Spalding's essay for "Vanessa Bell: 1 879- 196 1 : An 

Exhibition to Mark the Centenary of her Birth" at the Sheffield City Art Galleries in 1979 

foreshadows her later work on Bell. Not surprisingly, her essay is prirnarily biographical. 

Spalding dismisses Bell's later work, arguing that "without Roger Fry's criticism and 

" .LUthough 1 have examined many of Vanessa Bell's exhibition catalogues. 1 fonis on a representative 
selecrion o f  recent exhibitions (those between the 1970s and today). Earlier essays are ~enerally quite short 
and thus are of lirnited value to this discussion. 



encouragement, Vanessa sufi7ered a loss of confidence in henelf as an a r t i ~ t . " ~ ~  Similady, 

Shone's ossay for the 1989 "Vanessa Bell - A Retrospectivc Exhibition" at New York's 

Davis & Long Gdlery fqcuses on Bell's persona1 life. Shone opens the essay by 

attributing Bell's srccess to her husband. Hc claims "it was only after her mariage (in 

1907) that her career took wing. Her husband Clive Bell not only encouraged her painting 

but was able to talk about it ro her with a rneasure of understanding [my emphasis~."45 

This assertion fails to take into account or to acknowledge the public and patent 

disregard the renowned art critic had for his wife's art. Despite the very prominent and 

influential place Clive Bell and Fry had in the an world, neithrr man ever publicly 

recognized Bell's work. As Beverley Twitchell points out, "[iln their criticisrn, both Clive 

Bell and Roger Fry gave Vanessa Bell shon shrift: they were both ambivalent about the 

mcrits of Bell's work, as about work by women artists in general."J6 

Happily, Susan Casteras remedied this dearth of critical analysis in her essay for the 

1984 exhibition. "Vanessa Bell: 1879-1961," at Vassar College Art Gallery in 

Pouphkeepsie, New york.17 In her essay, Casteras provides a thorouçh and cntical art 

historical treatment of both Bell's painting and her decorative art. She assigns a primary 

status to Bell's art and sees her life of relevant but secondary imper@ But Casteras does 

not take into account Bell's gender as a determininç factor in her life as a professional 

" Frances S palding l bt~esm Bell 18 79-196 /: Art Exhibition ro hlark the C'rtttotuty of her Birrh ( Sheffield: 
Sheffield City .4rt Gaileries, 1979), p. 1 1. 

The exhibition was presented in conjunction with Anthony d'Offayt's London gailery. d'0ffay was one of 
the first art dealers to promote the Bloomsbury artists in the early 1970s at the stan of the Bloornsbury 
boom. The renewed interest in and increzsed value of the art of Bell Grant and Carringon is largely a result 
of d'Oftayy's vigorous search for and promotion of their work. Much of their art was in private collections 
untii this point. For fùrther information see Mader, 1997. " 5 an example of Clive Bell's influence upon his wife, Shone insinuates that it was only after her rnarriqe 
that Vanessa Bell started the influential Friday Club, a lecturing and exhibition group for miss .  However. 
Bell founded the Friday Club in 1905. two years before her rnanïage to Clive Bell. Richard Shone. iàrte-LW 
Bell - A li'rtrospectiw Exhibiriort (Xew York: Davis & Long 1980), p. 3. 
46 Twitchell. p. 177. 
47 Not surprisingiy, haif of the Vanessa Bell painting in American collections belong to Vassar graduates or 
faculty. 
48 Despite this focus, the exhibition accornpanied an English course at Vassar entitled "Life into k t . "  



a ~ t i s t . ~ ~  And thus she rnerely inserts Bell into the traditional canon of art history. By 

doing so, Casteras cegates the wcrh of a woman artist such as Camngton that cannot be 

as easily included in the canon. 

In fact, actively disregarding gender as a determining factor in their art careers 

appears to be a prevalent trend in the recent literature on Camngton and Bell. Although 

gender was rarely discussed in art historical literature before 1980, since then there has 

not been an appreciable difference in the way in which the artists are discussed. Without 

discussing gender as an issue in their marginalization, Bell and Camngton are rnerely 

being sloned into the annals of the existing an history. As Griselda Pollock observes, 

"[clan we adequately enunciate the speci ficity of varied feminine inscriptions in al1 

cultures in ternis of art history's prevailing linear discourse on history? 1 don? think ~ 0 . " ~ ~  

Further, Pollock recognizes that it is impossible to re-examine women artists without 

thorouçhly addressing how gender has affected their personal, social and professional 

An4 although gender study can be seen as the examination of the artist's personal 

history in opposition to the artist's work, its discussion has become a vital part of recent 

Feminist examinations of marginalized women artists. 

Similarly, the recent exhibition literature conceminj Camngton does not 

acknowledge gender as a determining factor in her art career. Moreover, although the 

three major solo exhibitions of Camngton's art since 1970 have increased her visibility, 

whether they have added siçnificantly to her reputation is debatable. The 1970 

Camngton exhibition at the Upper Grosvenor Gallery marked the beginning of 

Camngton's solo exhibition history. However, this exhibition was not accompanied by a 

critical essay. The second Camngton exhibition, organized by her brother, Noel, was the 

49 Casteras. iike Shone. @ves credit to Bells marriage to Clive Bell for "providirtg further irnpetus to a 
career dready begun." Susan Casteras. C b i e . ~  Bel/: 18 79-196 1 (Poughkeepsie: Vassar College Art 
Gailery, 1984), p. 13. 

Pollock 1996. p. 8. 
' ' Poi!ork 1996. p. 8. 



1978 show at the Oxford Polytechnic An Gallery. The exhibition was accompanied by 

Noel Camngton's catalogJue, ( 'urringfon: Puinfings, L)ruwings und Becc)rufi«nv, the first 

book to examine her life. Unfortunately, the text itself has little art historical value in the 

conventionaf sensc and relates only Carrington's personal history, using her art solely as 

il1 ustration. Despite making no speci fic references to Camngton's 

essay, the book was the authoritative statement on her art unti 

biography, Ch-ingfon in 1 989. 

The well-received 1995 Barbican Art Gallery show, "Carrington: 

painting within the 

Gretc hen Gerzina's 

The Exhibition," was 

not accompanied by a catalogue. Instead, it coincided with the issuinç of the glossy 

paperback version of Jane Hill's 1994 monogaph ïhr Art oj'Doru ~ ' u r r r n ~ r o n . ~ ~  Hill's 

book is a slim, slick volume of just 85 pages of text and over 150 illustrations. Despite its 

presentation of more illustrations than textuai analysis, it is perhaps the most critical 

examination to date of Camngton's work. tt is not, however. written from a feminist 

perspective. Despite a thorough examination of Carrington's an, includinç her decorative 

work, Hill does little to explore the gendered ways in which Carrington has been 

neçlected. She also places Carrington's relationship with Lytton Strachey at the fore, as 

evidenced by the use of his portrait on the front cover. Ultimately, Hill's book is not a 

complete monograph; it is a personal biography examininç Carrington's life and only by 

extension, her art. Its emphasis on photngaplis iiid the many persona1 detaîls of 

Camngton's life gives much of the same impression as the exhibition. The eshibition 

was, accordinç io Lindsay Duyid, an "accumulation of miscellaneous artifacts" resultinç 

in the "ovenvhelming impression of a benign, sociable sort of artist, the very opposite of 

the dedicated solitary painter-genius, [which] is supported by the inclusion of so many 

'' It dso coincided with the release of C'arringrou,. a rnovîe by Christopher Hampton. The rnovie and 
exhibition on at Ieast one occasion, were conflated in a review. For example. see Lindsay Duguid, "Suited 
to generd adomment - Bad faith and Bloomsbuq: the artistic dissipation of Dora Carringon" n e  Tirne.% 
Littiran. Supplemerri (29 Septernber 1995), p. 20. 



letters and photographs showing the subjects and recipients of her art."53 Similarly, Hill's 

book promotes more interest in Carrington's life than in her art. 

Despite these thrze major retrospective exhibitions, there remains a lack of serious 

cntical analyses of Camngton's work. That there were no important critical essays to 

accompany these exhibitions suggests linle acknowledgment of, let alone respect for 

Camngton by the art world. Reinforcing this view is the fact that the accompanying 

books are popular publications (written with less critical analysis than biographical 

detail) in the guise of scholarly studies? This, in tum, suggests that the motivation 

behind the exhibitions was to capitalize on the fascination with Carrington's personal 

relationships and not to balance this interest with an appreciation of her art. There is an 

unstated expectation ihat Camngton's life is of more interest to a general audience than 

her art. Because the books accompanied popular exhibitions and still remain among the 

only works devoted to Carrington, they present perhaps the most well-known and public 

image of her as an artist. 

Exhibitions on Bloomsbury artists blossomed in the 1970s and 1980s as a result of 

both the Bloomsbury revival and the interest of London art dealer Anthony d'Offay. 

These group exhibitions, unlike survey texts on British art, oRen include Camngton 

alonpide Bell, Grant and Fry. Hçr inclusion, however, does not often signal critical 

respect within the accompanying catalogue. One examplc is the 1977 exhibition, 

"Bloomsbury Painten and their Circle," at the Beaverbrook An Gallery in Fredericton, 

Canada. Although the exhibition was one of the first group shows to include Camngton, 

catalogue essayist lan Lumsden dismisses her by stating, "[plerhaps aware of her 

intellectual limitations, Dora Carrington did not venture beyond a mildly impressionistic 

rendering of the figures and landscapes, containing much of the charm of the 

'' D u y i d  p. 20. 
54 The books' perceived scholarly value is reflmed in their selection to accompany important exhibitions 
purporthg in part, to rectifjr Carringon's image as a neglected artist. 



primitiveC'55 Although Lumsden accords Bell more respect, he almost completely 

avoids integrating her into his analysis of Bloomsbury artists and resticts his discussion 

of her work to a few isolated paragraphs at the end of his essay. By comparison, Lumsden 

discusses Fry and Gertlsr in detail, even though the latter is not generally regarded as a 

Bloomsbury painter? 

Camngton's work was included in the 1984 exhibition, "The Charleston Artists," at 

Meadows Museum in Dallas, but she is not discussed within Richard Shone's 

accompanying essay. The presence of her work in the catalogue seems to be more about 

her penonal relationships, since Camngon's link to Charleston (Bell's and Grant's home) 

is far more tenuous than her connection to ~ loornsbuiy .~~ Shone himself States, 

"[allthough Dora Camngton is closely associated with Bloomsbury through her relations 

with Lytton Strachey, as a painter she is distinct from Grant, Fry or ~ e l 1 . " ~ ~  Her 

inclusion, then, appears to be more about her "relations to Lytton Strachey" than her 

relations with Charleston artists. Furthemore, biases that Shone reveals in earlier works 

concerning Bell are also evident in this essay. While there are an equal number of 

paintings by Grant and Bell within the exhibition, Grant is discussed more seriously and 

more often in the 

In contrast, the 1988 exhibition, "British Modemist Art 1905-1930." at Mirschi & 

Adler in New York, presents Bel[ and Grant on equal terms and includes many more 

works by Bell than by Grant or Fry. Although the exhibition included Camngton, there is 

no reference to her in the essay60 Similarly, in the e'xhibition catalogue for the 1997 

55  [an Lurnrden, Bloomsbtrry Pahrrrs and iheir Cïrcie (Fredericton: Beaverbrook Art Gailery. 1977). p. 
16. 
j6 Ironicaiiy, Genler is included because of his relationship with Carrington. 
"7.,6 as I will point out, Shone only rnarginally included Carringon in his 1976 book Bloamsbtr~ 
Pornairs. 
58 Richard Shone. 7nr Charleston Arh-,rc l àttrssa Bell. Duncan Grcm onJ rhrir Friettds (Dallas: 
Meadows ~Museum, 1984), p. 22. This was included in a brief description of Carrington's wcrk in the 
cataiogue. 
59 See. for example. Shone. 1984. pp. 8 . 9 .  
60 The catalogue includes a shon reference to Carrington:"[a]lthough Caningron's style is reiated to the 



"Modem Art in Britain 191 0-19 14" at the Barbican Art Gallery, Anna Gruemer Robins 

discusses Bell more often and as seriously as Grant. However, it is important to note that 

the time frume covered by the exhibition is considered Bell's most innovatkz and 

important pe!-ind.61 Further, there are a disproportionate number of Grant's works 

reproduced, which would indicate a larger physical presence in the exhibition itself? 

Exhibitions on Bloomsbury as a group, as 1 have already pointed out, are oflen as 

much about the intimate interactions between its members as they are about the 

rnembers' art.63 As Marion Arnold States in her essay for the 1987 Capetown exhibition 

catalogue, /+tus on Hloom.vhii~ "Bloomsbury artists are the focus of this exhibition not 

because their careers can be given adequate coverage ... but because ... one fin& that their 

lives intenected with those of many prominent intellectual and creative persona~ities."~~ 

Associative or Aesthetic alkgiances? The artists of BIoonlsbury 

The two major studies of Bloomsbury artists are Richard Shone's HZoornshz~~ 

Portruir.\- ( 1976, republished in 1993) and Giilian Naylor's Hoornsbuty: ilrrists, A uthors. 

I1e.s;~ner.v. by  rhemse1w.s ( I W O ) .  Despite the claim to examine Bloomsbury artists, both 

Shone and Naylor tell a story of the aesthetic allegiances between Bloornsbury members 

Grant, Fry, and Vanessa and Clive Bell, rather than al1 the artists of Bloomsbury. Both 

hardly mention Camngton. Althouph she maintained close friendships with many key 

Bloomsbury figures, she has often been seen as a less central member of Bloomsbuiy. 

Charleston artists. her work is more influenced by Engish ei&teenth-century ponery and Victorian 
needlework." Hirschl & Adler Gallery. British hfodernist Art (New York: Hirschl & Adler. 1988). p. 1 18. ' Carringon was NI1 at the Slade School beoveen 19 10 and 19 14. 
62 There are 50 percent more images by Duncan Grant. For a yood discussion of Bell's and Gram's vuorlis 
see pp. 1 10- 104, 92-93, respectively. 
63 The oniy exception to this is perhaps the srnail 1997 exhibition, Blwmsbwy: Books, Art atul Design. at 
the Victoria University Library in Toronto whch concentrates more on an than on relationships. The focus 
on the books and design, and limited text may be responsible for the concentration. 
64 Marion Arnold. Foct~s 01, f3lwmsbirt-y (Capetown: South AFrica National Gallery. 1987). p. 5. 



Jane Hill has stated that Carrington was a satellite member of Bloomsbury, and that her 

artistic allegiances lay more with the Slade-schooled Chelsea painters such as Gertier and 

~ a s h . ~ ~  However, kcause of her relationship with key Bloomsbury figure Lytton 

Strachey, Camngton is usually discussed within a Bloomsbury context rather than in 

relation to Genler and Nash. It is the Bloomsbury association that has shaped most of the 

literature on Camngton. Yet, the title Bloomsbury painter is due more to a social than 

aesthetic allegiance. She is isolated as a mernber of Bloomsbury and thus remains 

artistically unconnected to any particular movement or group. Consequently, she is rarely 

contextualized an historically in considerations of British modem an. 

Although Shone provides substantial critical analysis of the Bloornsbury artists in 

Rioomsbui, port ru if.^, the text is largely biographical. He chooses to "narrate their lives 

in tems of their painting."66 And :vhile Shone purports to tell the story of ail the 

Bloomsbury artists equally, he sees Bell's position as decidedly secondary to Grant's. 

Marler contends that "Shone's principal focus was Grant, in pan because he was still 

alive and able to help but also, one feels, because no one at the time questioned that he 

was the stronger a r t i ~ t . " ~ ~  In the introduction Shone assens, "Vanessa Bell does not have 

that large imaginative concept of composition that is Duncan Grant's .... Grant was always 

more willing to make forays into new circles or discover new landscapes. His synpathies 

were wider and his prej udices much less r i g ~ d . " ~ ~  Bell's increasing critical popularity 

prompted Shone to defend this position by explaininç that many of Bell's more important 

pieces had oniy recently corne to ~ i ~ h t . ~ ~  However, his 1993 revision and reprint oFfered 

many of the orignal opinions. The major difference was the inclusion of more 

information conceming Camngton. Nonetheless, Beverley Twitchell maintains that 

65 mi, 1994, p. 84. 
66 Shone. 1976, p. 13. 
67 Marier. 1997. p. 2 1 1. 
68 Shone. 1976, pp. 16-17. 
69 Marier. 1997. p. 2 19. 



Shone's "partisanship of. ..Duncan Grant distorts the account in B l o o m s b u ~  ~ o r t r u i r s . " ~ ~  

In cpitc of tnese inequities, however, Shone's account of Bloomsbury remains the first 

and most definitive survey of the artists. 

In light of the biases in Bloom~bury Portruits, Shone's contribution to the 

En~ycl~~pur<liu ofRriti.sh Art ( 1985) is of interest. In the entry for Bell, Shone mentions 

both her relationship to Grant and her membenhip in Bloomsbury, yet in Grant's entry, 

Shone does not make a corresponding reference to Bell, nor to Grant's membership in 

Bloomsbury. In Shone's opinion, one feels, Bloornsbury is the main frame of reference 

for Bell, whereas for Grant it represents only one aspect of his career. Carrington, in fact, 

does not even receive her own entry, simply a cross-reference to Bloomsbury and her 

former cornpanion, Gertler. 

There is l ittle improvement in Gillian Naylor's later book. The beautiful ly illustrated 

tea  traces the group's history chronologically, with a compilation of excerpts from leaers 

and wn?inçs. There are subtle, but apparent differences in Naylor's treatment of the 

artists. The most effusive praise is reserved for Grant and, perhaps most telling, there is 

an omission in one of the final chapters titled "Art, Design w.d Society." In this chapter, 

Naylor includes several sections: writings by Clive Bell, w-itings by Fry and a selection 

of reviews of Grant's work. There is no comparable section on Bell despite an abundance 

of available literaturem71 This omission suggests that Naylor does not take Bell as 

seriously as Grant, an impression reinforced by the book's reproductions, which include 

66 images by Bell and 100 plates by Grant. 

Twitchell's Ph.D. dissertation, Ctkunne und hrmulism in Blvonzsbu~ (1987), is the 

first text to present Bell as the strongest Bloomsbury artist. Twitchell goes so far as to 

suggest that one of Grant's most important roies was working with "Bloomsbury's other, 

70 Twitchell p. 266. 
71 In particular. Naylor rnight have incorporated Virginia Woolfs introductions to her skter Vanessa Bell's 
1930 show at the Coo!ing Gallery and her 1934 show at Lefevre Gdlery. 



perhaps greater painter ... Vanessa E3e11."~~ He later asserts that the "power of expression 

Vanessa &il maintained almost unfailingly was a rare achievement for Duncan ~ r a n t . " ~ )  

Disappointingiy, Twitchell's discussion of Camngton is limited, although it is significant 

that he treats the artist at all, given that Naylor chose in cantrast io reproduce just one 

work by Camngton in her lavish publication, while igoring the anist elsewhere in the 

text. Twitchell describes Carrington's paintings as "a mix of pattern and color with 

haunting results," but States that "lacking Smichey's encouragement ... she failed to 

produce any tmly sipifkant ~ o r k . " ' ~  Twitchell's text however has none of the glossy 

reproductions, the pssipy Bloomsbury stories, or the art historical clout of Richard 

Shonets name, and therefore has done little to change the dominant impression of 

Bloomsbury. Studies such as those by Shone and Naylor are seen as authoritative critical 

analyses i n  a sea of flimsy biographical accounts, and so even their Failings and 

omissions are accepted as authoritative. 

Biograplry as Art Hjstov 

in the 1997 study of the Bloomsbury phenornenon, Bluornsbury Pie, author Regina 

Marler observed that "[tlhe sheer bulk of popular writinç on the Group aroused suspicion 

among cntics, but it was biography in particular that did the damage."75 There has been a 

seemingly endiess Stream of biographical accounts of Bloomsbury that has served to 

weaken the critical reputation of the individual members. hdeed, there appears to be a 

trend arnong otherwise serious-minded scholars, such as Frances S palding, Jan Marsh 

and Lisa Tickner, to become mired in the persona1 lives of Camngton and Bell at the 



expense of critical inquiry into their art. M i l e  discussion of their personal lives is 

important to any study of Bell's and Carrington's art, when gossip is given prionty over 

critical analysis, there is a negative effect on the reception and value of their work. As 

Ellioa and Wallace succinctly state, "the aestheticization of [their] lives-the cult of the 

personality which pervades their biographies-seems to have lowered rather than raised 

the value of their creative ~ o r k . " ~ ~  

It is no surprise that biographies, and not monographs, are the most prevalent forum 

for the examination of Bell's and Camngton's work. The first and most popular 

biographies are Frances Spalding's Vunessu Bell (1983) and Gretchen Gerzina's 

(hrrrngton ( 1989). Both Spalding and Gerzina, despite strong art historical backgrounds, 

stress Bell's and Carrington's persona1 lives within a social history frarnework, rather than 

their lives as artists. In fact, Frances Spalding announces in the preface of her book on 

Bell that, "[c]ritical analysis of her work has been limited, necessarily, so as not to 

impede the narrative."77 Hilton Kramer, in a 1984 review of I4inewu Befl. contends that 

Spalding's lack of critical comment cannot be "ascribed to intellectual in~ornpetence."~~ 

As he points out, "Spaldinç gave us an excellent critical biography on Roger Fry...written 

on the assumption that Fry's accomplishrnents as a critic, painter and connoisseur 

constituted the principal reason for our interest in Kramer's subsequent analysis 

of Bell constitutes one of the more scathing accounts of Bloornsbury written. He believes 

that there is nothing in Bell's art that requires cntical analysis. His criticism extends to 

Virginia Woolf. "Woolf," he states,"was never the major novelist she is nowadays 

assumed to be (usually for a variety of extra-literary r e a s o n ~ ) . " ~ ~  

76 Ellion and Wallace. p. 38. 
77 Frances Spalding, IBnrsw Bell (London: Weidenfield and Nicholson. 1983). p. xiv 

Kramer. p. 3. 
79 Kramer. p. 8. 

Kramer. p. 8. 



Significnntiy, Spalding's recent biography, Duncun Grunr (1997) offers al1 of the 

cntical comment that b'unrssu Bell did not. As Spalding explains in the introduction to 

her bock, "at a vital moment in the history of British art, he [Grant] was at the cutting 

edge, a bold innovator and the only Bloornsbury painter io exhibit with the ~or t ic i s t s . "~~  

In this way, Spalding firmly establishes Grant's role as an innovator and makes clear his 

connections to ~ o u p s  outside Bloomsbury. On the other hand, Spalding places Bell 

intractably within Bloomsbury, clairning that she "lived at the very centre of 

~ ~ o o r n s b u ~ . " ~ ~  Thus, as in rnuch of the literature on the artist, Bloomsbury becomes the 

frame of reference for Bell whereas Grant is situated within the larger British art world. 

As one of the foremost authorities on both artists, Spalding's differinç approaches to Bell 

and Grant have a great impact and diminish Bell's reputation as an artist. 

Similarly, the focus for Gretchen Genina is Camngton's personal history. Gerzina, 

whose book is an expansion of her Ph.D. dissertation, argues that "[Carrington's] life was 

in many wmys her greatest work of art."s3 Not surprisingly, she oRen focuses on 

Carrington's life to the exclusion of her art. Indeed, the book is arranged chronologically 

in sections that correspond to Carrington's personal re~ationships.~~ The result, as 1 have 

suçgested, is damaginç. As Kramer puts it, when "biography is given such a radical 

priority over criticism, the actual accomplishments of a writer or anist are inevitably 

placed at an intellectual discount."85 Thus, even though the popularity of these two books 

has prompted the publication of more work on  the "women of Bloomsbury," the new 

accounts have done little to counter the tide of social biogaphy through which 

Camngton's and Bell's work is understood. 

' Frances Spalding, Duma11 Grmt (London: Cham and Windus, 1997). p. r. '' Spalding, 1983, p. i i i .  '' Gretchen Gerzîna, Carrit,@ott: A Biogrnphy (London: John Murray, 1989). p. wi. '' Sirnilarly, the 1995 Christopher Hampton movie Carr,~igro,t tells the story o f  her life by chronicling her 
love affairs. The five sections in the movie correlate with the five men she was involved with. The women 
she was involved with are ignored. 

Krarner. p. 5 .  



A focus more associative than aesthetic can be found as well in the trend among 

histonans to use Bell in what I cal1 "contrast and cornpanson" studies with hrr more 

renowned sister, the c i te r  Virginia Wooli. In thzse treatments, it is a pre-occupation 

with Woolf that has spurred interest in Bell. Further, because these books are written by 

literary scholars, they oHen have little art histoncal value in the conventional sense and 

Bell's an career is again given secondary status. Two recent examples of this literature 

are Diane Filby Giilespie's ïïze Sisicrs' Aris: The CVritings und Puinrtngs (y' Erginici 

IVoolfand C.iine.ssu R d  ( 1988) and Jane Dunn's A kéry (%).sr. ('onspiruqv: Vunevsu Rcl l  

und Virgrniu Woolf( I W O ) .  While both books focus on the sisters' persona1 relationship, 

only Gillespie's discusses their creative relationship in any serious detail. Dunn's book is 

largely a popular account of the intimacies of their penonal lives and is another example 

of a Bloomsbury biography. Gillespie, a well-known Woolf scholar, has written a more 

scholarly test which is ultimately, however, even more harmful to Bell's reputation. 

Gillespie explains by way of justi fication: 

Because rny methods are primarily those of literary criticism, 1 do not 
offer definitive analyses or evaluations of Vanessa Bell's painting .... 
Instead, this book uses her work as well as the professional relationship 
between the sisters to illuminate, from a differeat angle, certain 
characteristics of Virginia Woolf s writinç In the process, aspects of 
Vanessa Bell's creativity inevitably emerge. 86 

Unfortunately, the result is that only WoolFs creative production is analysed critically. In 

the end, Bell's art is treated as secondary to both the artist's penonal life and the writinç 

of her sister. 

Diane F. Gillespie, The Sistersr d rrv: The Krititzgs muf Ptsi~itings of I Ïrgï~iio W'yorid b iuirsw &il 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1988). p. 7. 



Le- and :::ilings as Biography 

it is the predominantiy associative interest in the lives of Bell and Carrington that has 

led to the publicrtion of their letters and writings. As Marler observes, "the most widely 

agreed upon basis of the Bloornsbuiy boom is the rnammoth amount of original matenal 

[ie. letters] made available, ... most of it edited by British s c h ~ l a r s . " ~ ~  Indeed, the 

memben of Bloomsbury are renowned as prodigious letter writers. And although it is not 

unusual within the discipline of art history to publish the letters and writings of artists, 

because these particular artists are members of now-popular Bloornsbury goup, the 

compilations are aimed more at a general audience than the an historical reader. 

This is particularly true of Carrington's letters. Generally, an artist's letters are 

compiled in the disciplinary belief that ihey-like studies of the artist's penonality, life 

and career-illuminate the an. Bell's letten and witings were not published until 1993, 

many years after her first exhibition. On the other hand, the letters of Carrington were 

published shonly before her fint exhibition. Thus, before she becarne known for her art, 

Carrington was valued For the contents of her correspondence. This interest in 

Carrington's leners can be traced to the 1967 Michael Holroyd biogaphy of her 

cornpanion, Lytton Strachey . Holroyd's book and its sexuai revelations piqued the public's 

interest in Carrington. In fact, David Garnett's collection, Cùrrington: Lettrrs und 

E~fmcr.~ /rom her Diciries, opened as follows: "the reader may ask: 'Who Las this 

Camington wornan anyway?' And when 1 reply that he should read this book to find out - 
for al1 her qualities good and bad are revealed in these Mers  - he may be annoyed and 

ask: 'But to look at? Was she beau t i f~ l?" '~~  Building on this introduction, Garnett's 

" Marler, 1997, p. 156. 
" David Gamett, ed.. C~~rringtio~: Lrttrrs otd E~ractsfiorn hrr  Dimies (London: Jonathan Cape, 1 970). 
p. 9. Daiid Gamen was a fneid and ex-lover of Grant. He later m h e d  Grant and Bell's daughtir. Angelica 
Bell. 



treatment is rife with gossipy and sexist rernarks, among them his statement, "Camngton 

never overcame her shme at being a woman, and her letters are full of teferences to 

menstniati~n."~~ ~~ornen mentions the artist's work only briefly and focuses instead on 

Carrington's physical anributes and emotional For Garnett, these letten have 

nothing to do with providing insight into Carrington's art. They are a further elaboration 

of the Bloomsbury story. In fact, he daims his so-called "arbitrary" selection of leaers 

were "made with the following objects: first, to choose letters that tell the story of her 

personal li  fe and principal love affairs; second ... to illustrate her wit and charm,. . . [and] 

third ...[ to] reveal her extrernely complex ~haracter."~~ Garnett thus makes it clear that he 

has made no effort to select letters that consider or inform Carrington's art. 

Vanessa Bell's letters and writings, as mentioned above, have only recently been 

published. In 1993, Marler edited the Seleclrd Ixtrers r$ ~unc'ssu Bell and in 1997, Lia 

Giachero edited a collection of Bell's writings, Sketches in Pen und Ink. Both 

Bloomsbury scholar Marler and Giachero, an an historian, present a sympathetic and 

probing analysis of Bell, the artist. Unlike Garnett, both authors make an effort to select 

letters thzt illuminate Bell's career as an artist. Marler, the author of Hfoomshun Pic. 

( 1997), rnakes clear her mission €rom the outset: "[C]ollectively, they [the letters] present 

a larçer picture of Vanessa Bell's mind and character, of her progression as a rnodemist 

and as a female artist, and of her central role in the social and aesthetic life of 

~ l o o r n s b u ~ y . " ~ ~  And in Sketches in Pan und Ink, Giachero includes a long essay entitled 

"To Daylight from Darkness: Vanessa Bell as Anist," wherein she comments, "if one 

allows the portrait of the woman to prevail over that of the artist, the image would be 

S9 Garr~et~ p. 12. Garnett refers to Carrington as a child or as childish at lem ten rimes in a five page 
preface. He refers to her art hvice. Moreover, he eates her "semal love was unconsciously directeci towards 
her brother" (p. 1 2) and "she is almost a textbook case of the @ri who cm only be happy with a 'father 
fi ure'." (p. 12) . 

The inclination would be to go on and on quotiq Gamen's sexin allegationr. however space connraints 
restrict this. Suffice to say, it is rnost Fortunate that a new collection of Carrington's Ietters is forthcoming. 
91 Gamen p. 15. 
92 Marler. 1993. p. wii .  



incomplete and ina~thent ic ."~~ Thcrefore, although the general interest in Bell's 

correspondence and witings is perhaps a result of her Bloomsbury connection, Marler 

and Giachero have ensured that Bell the artist is as visible as Bell the "woman of 

Bloomsbury." 

" Women of Bloomsbury " 

Mary Ann Caws' EVornen of' Hloornsh ury: Virg inlu, C.'clnc.ssu und ( 'urrington ( 1 990 ) 

and Jan Marsh's Hloomshuy Women: Brsrincr E.igyres in [ , f i  und Art ( 1995) are two 

recent examples of the "women of Bloomsbury" literature. Caws ofien provides insight 

into these wornen's lives, recoçnizing their own agency in making choices that affected 

their success as artists. Primarily a literary scholar, though, she is more adept at analyzing 

the work of author Woolf than she is at evaluating the work of artists Bell and 

~ a r r i n g t o n . ~ ~  Shhe also writes in an unconventional and informal style she calls "persona1 

criticism." The story-like quality is reinforced by ber penchant for refemng to the women 

by their given names. The end result is a study that focuses more on Bell's and 

Camngton's persona1 l ives than their art. 

Jan Manh, the author of a number of critical analyses of women a r t i ~ t s , ~ ~  offers what 

could be described as a gossipy account of Carrîngton, Bell and Woo!f, rather than 

providing the critical inquiry normally associated with her work as a scholar. In light of 

her prier publications, the teut's casual non-academic format suggests either that it was 

~Mitten for a more general readenhip, or that it reflects a disregard for the artists' 

93 Lia Giachero. ed., Skrrchrs i» Pen ami h k  (London: Hogarth Press, 1997). p. 167. 
94 ln 1992. Caws was the Diniquished Professor of French and Comparative Literanire at the Graduate 
School of the City University of Xew York. In 1995. Caws wrote a chapbook. Cmririgzorl a d  Lyorr. 
..lfone Togrrhrr, for the Bloomsbury Heritage Series. it has tittle conventionai art historical value. 
95 Marsh is the author of Wonzen .lrtis(s of the Pm-hphceiite Movemr,~r ( 1989) with Parnela Gerrish 
-iu and The Pre-Rcfphaeii!ti Sisterhood ( 2  985) .  



professional standing.96 The latter is reinforced by Marsh's assessment of Camngton. 

"Unlike Vanessa, whose art lay at the centre of her being," she writes, 

Camngton refusea to sel1 or exhibit. With regettably ferninine loss of 
ambition, the serious pursuit of art that marked her days at the Slade gave 
way to that of an amateur, so that she painted only when the impulse and 
circumstances prevailed. ... It was as if Carrington had unconsciously used 
her talent to avoid the kind of conventional marriage othewise mapped 
out for her, but that having found her niche in Bohemian Bloomsbury she 
had no more need of artistic ambition.97 

Strangely, in the preface to Marsh's book, Frances Partridge, a surviving mernber of 

Bloomsbury, refutes Marsh's own assessment of Carrington by stating plainly, "1 do not 

think that Carrington was an amateur ~ a i n t e r . " ~ ~  Marsh's conuasting interpretation of 

Carrington as an amateur suggests underlying sympathy with the conventional way of 

discussing Camngton in ternis more associative than aesthetic. 

b e r  in a Room of One's Own-Femittikt Readings 

The mannrr in which Camngton and Bell are framed in the literature is another result 

of the predominantly associative interest in their lives. Bell and Carrington are ofien 

examined as members of a group, or as one of a couple. Regna Marler has suggested that 

this categorization may represent, "a search for novelty or a normative urge on the part of 

writers, an attempt to arrange Bloomsbury into appetizing shapes and bite-size pieces, 

suitable for mass-consumption."99 To repeatedly situate Carrington and Bell this way is 

essentializing, particularly within the confines of the mythic Bloomsbury. Moreover, ths  

pairing becomes a problem because it ofien has to do with interest in other more famous 

96 The book is without footnotes or index. 
97 Jan Marsh. Blmmsbtrry Womr,, (London: Paiiilion Books, 1995). p. 109. 
98 Partridge in Manh. p. 7. 
99 Marler, 1997. p. 153 .  



members of Bloonsbury. Both women are often portrayed in the story of Bloomsbury 

primarily as domestic caretakers or emotional supports for the more notable memben 

and, as such, their careers are gven secondary statu. As Kramer asserts, "Pei11 thus 

served Bloornsbury as both its housemother and its earthmother, initiating nothing in the 

realm of art or i d e a ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Indeed, Garnett daims in the preface to his collection of 

Camngton's letters that "what makrs her interesting and Fascinating to subsequent 

generations is her relationship to Lytton ~trache~."  I o  Both Carrington and Bell have 

been given less critical notice and have been portrayed as lesser talents within their 

respective partnershi ps. lo2 

Although Germaine Greer's The (lbsrucle Ruce (1979) was perhaps the first feminist 

text to note the absence OF both Camngton and Bell from the official record of art 

history, she too sees them as noteworthy primarily because of their involvement with 

more important partners. Greer believes that the artistsl sexual lives are the reason for 

their productivity or lack thereof. She fails to entertain the possibility of any other reason 

for their neglect. Greer is particularly dismissive of Camngton. In the strangely titled 

chapter "Love," she asserts that "if Carrington had had a Friend and collaborator like the 

one Vanessa Bell found in Duncan Grant, she might have become reconciled to both her 

sexuality and to the exigencies of her artwio3 It appears as if Greer credits Grant for 

Bell's success. Moreover, she completely dismisses Camngton's art by stating that 

"[plerhaps a talent which is so easily overcome is a slight talent at b e ~ t . " ~ ~ ~  hstead of 

acknowledging the challenges facing Camngton or recognizing the impact of the 

conventional hierarchy of art in her marginalization, Greer sees Canington as a failure. 

'Oo Kramer, p. 4 
'O1  Gamett, p. 10. 
'O2  Becaux of the prevalent belief that Grant was the nronger artin. BelPr work was often minaken for  
Grant's. To cornplkate matters, Bell and Grant also rarely signed or dated works and shared rnodels and 
sub'ect matter. Elliott and Wallace, p. 80. 
'O' Germaine Greer, The Obsrde lrmrsr (London: Secker and Warburg, 198 1 ). pp. 56-7. ' O4 Greer, pp. 56-7. 



Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that the most public (and one-sided) representation 

of Carrington to date, the 1995 film Currington, is based on the Holr~yd biography of 

Strachey. Covering her involvement with Strachey chronologically, the film focuses on 

their relationship, and offers Carrington as an artist only a haiidful of times. More often, 

Canington's sexual relationships are depicted. This approach is, however, not unusual 

in that it reflects a pattern of hypersexualizing women artists in films. Three recent 

movies, Arternrsra ( 1997), C'urrington ( 1993, and ( 'amille ~ % u d d  ( 1 993) focus on the 

ses lives of the women artists to the detriment of serious examination of their art. Marier 

reports that "[mlany critics complained of [director] Hampton's neglect of Camngton's 

a n  images of which, aside from reproductions of the interiors she painted, were 

relegated to the end credits."lo6 Instead, as if to capitalize on interest in the artist 

generated by her sexual life, the 1995 retrospective of Camngton's work at the Barbican 

Art Gallery in London was timed to coincide with the opening of the film. 

Unfortunateiy, this tendency-to analyse Camngton and Bell in terms of their personal 

lives at the expense of their artistic history-is not isolated to popular literature and 

cinema. Even scholarly writers taking a feminist approach employ this tactic. Lisa 

Tickner, an art historian well-known for her feminist work, is the author of "The 'Lefi- 

Handed Mamage': Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant," in Whitney Chadwick and Isabelle 

de Courtivron's collection of essays, Signrficunt Others: Creotivity und hiirnute 

Pcrrtnnership (1993). lo7 While most of the contnbutors to Signijicunt 0tltrr.s explore the 

question of inequiîy in creative and intimate relationships, Tickner focuses on Grant's and 

BelPs social milieu. Saloman Grinberg, in a review in the Wonirin!~ Art .Juurnol, notes 

that the only failing of the entire book is Ticknets chapter.Io8 Rather than exploring the 

'O5 Only Carrington3 heterosemal relationships with men are depicted in the film. Her relationrhips with 
women are not mentioned. 
'O6 hier. 1997. p. 26 1. 

O7 Tickner is author of the feminin text, ïne  Specfock of Womrn: Irnagery of rhr S~Itfragr Campaign 
1907-14 (London, Chatto and Wîndus, 1987). 
'O8 Saioman G ~ b e r g ,  "Rwiew of Signincant O t h m "  WumanS. Arr JotmaI (FalWnter 1996- 1997). pp. 



ramifications of Bell's secondary status in her relatiiinship w'th Grant, Tickner instead 

reinforces the dominant trend rowrrds biography in discussions of Bloornsbury. 

Another purported;y feminist interpretation of Bell and Camngton is Gillian Elinor's 

article, "Vanessa Bell and Dora Carrington: Bloomsbuly Painters" (1985). In the history 

of the CV»mon!v Ari .lournul, the bastion of feminist art Iiterature, Elinor's article is the 

only feature article conceming cither Camngton or Bell. The author focuses almost 

exclusively on their penonal relationships, which suggests that those relationships 

fonned the epicentre of their art. Elinor has chosen to relay their social history instead of 

critically examining the difficulties of their position as women artists within Bloomsbury, 

or even within early twentieth-century Engiand. Furthemore, Elinor considers their art 

autobiogaphical, connecting both the style and the subject matter to their personal lives. 

She States, "Carrington's landscape imagery, for example, is quite personal ... hen is a 

profound, felt determination to make public her inwardness," adding later, "the colour 

and texture stretching over these middle mountains are of human skin, which adds to the 

penonal made public."109 ~oreover, it appears as if Elinor has chosen to interpret their 

art as persona1 to facilitate her exploration of their private lives. In fact, Elinor praises 

Frances Spalding sprcifically for relating Bell's an so strongly to her life. She concludes 

that, in doing so, " women can view the artwork of Bell and Camngton to advantage." l l 

Ultimately, however, this only serves to restrict the interpretation of Bell's and 

Camngton's work in another way. 

Teresa Grimes is the only writer so far to senously examine Camngton in terrns of her 

gender. She also mongly links-and therefore freely discusses-the artist's unconventional 

life and her art. Her book, F~ve CVomen Puinters (1989). witten frorn a feminist 

perspective, is based on a television series of the same name and is aimed at a popular 



rather than a scholarly audience. l l l However. because it is one of the first discussions of 

Camngton's work from a feminist perspective. it is often mistaken for an academic study. 

Grimes uses ü chronological approach and supports her discussion of Camngton's life by 

stating, "her work too has a very persona1 aspect; some of Carrington's best paintings are 

portraits of people she knew well."l12 And although this may well be the case, Grimes 

spends more time discussing Camngton's relationship to her subjects than the 

manifestation of those relationships in the portraits that resulted. Grimes does, however, 

examine Carrington's marginalization as a Fernale artist and sees it as result of her interest 

in decorative work, and her choice of genres conventionally associated wvkh the feminine. 

Shr also recognizes Carrington as a "classic case of a woman artist whose talents and 

achievements have been undervalued precisely because they were associated with a 

definition of feminine creativity as small-scalc. domestic and dec~rative."~ l 3  Grimes is 

one of the first witers to examine these gender-related issues and connect them to 

Camngton's art. 

Decorativr Ans, Domesiiciîy aiid " Women % York'' 

Carrington's decorative work has been given short shrifi in most discussions of her an. In 

Fact, it is only recently that her decorative arts have been given any serious attention. For 

an artist such as Camngton, who produced more decorative art then easel painting, this 

neglect contributed to her marginalization. Even though, as Pamela Johnson points out, 

Throughout her life Camngton earned a reasonable income from her 
decorative arts-she worked briefly at Fry's Omega Workshops. .. . [and] 
later ... she sold woodcuts. glass tinsel pictures and painted tiles. She had 
regular commissions to paint shop and inn signs and considered this, 'a 

l l l Grimes wrote the chapter on Carrington in Fiw Forne11 Paititers which she CO-edited wirh Judith 
Collins and Oriana BaddeIey. ' I 2  Grimes, p. 84. ' 13 Grima, p. I 16. 



geater honour, to my mind, than becoming a member of the London 
~roup. ' '  l 4  

Udbrtunately, the cor~imission, production and sale of decorative art has not been 

accorded the same value as ha5 the exhibition and sale of paintings. Pollock and Parker 

point out how, in the hierarchy of the arts, "painting and sculpture enjoy an elevated 

status while other arts that adorn people, homes or utensils are relegated to a lesser 

cultural sphere under such terms as 'applied,' 'decorative' or 'lesser' arts." l l Thus- 

Camngton's production and marketing of decorative art does not render her a 

professional anist. As Grimes confimis, the reason for Carrington's minimal professional 

notice is that "much of her artistic output [is] on the one hand, 'woments work,' an 

extension of home decoration, or arts and crafts - and on the other, 'professional' artistic 

endeavor - that which can be exhibited in a gallery."116 

Vanessa Bell, in contrat, received critical notice for the wide range of decorative arts 

she produced. While this has to do, in part, with Bell's g-reater fame, it is also related to 

the specific nature of her decorative arts output. Grimes has suggested that whereas Bell's 

decorative work "was very consciously an extension of the Omega tradition and Post- 

lmpressionist style," Camngton, on the other hand, "tended to look back to older 

decorative traditions ... gencrally taiiored to a traditional decorative theme.!'"? Bell was 

the CO-director of the O m e p  Group, the professional decorative studio founded by Roger 

Fry in 19 13 that incorporated modem Post-lmpressionist aesthetics in  everyday items. l 

Bell's decorative art was grounded in these aesthetics and thus validated by its connection 

to the current theories of the "higher arts." Twitchell States unequivocally, and quite 

Johnson incorporates a quote by Carrington Parnela Johnson. "The Art of Dora Carrington" Ciqfis 
Jan/Feb 1 W6), p. 60. ' l 5  Pollock and Parker, p. 50. 
l6 Grimes, p. 105. 
l7 Grimes, p. 103. 

I l 8  For more information on the Omega Workshops see Judith Collins, fie Omega Workshops (London: 
Secker and Warburg, 1 983) and isabelle Anscombe, Omega und clftec Blaomsbtqv a d  the Drcorurivr Arrs 
(London: Thames and Hudson 198 l), 



typically, that what distinguishes the 0r;;ega artists fiom their nineteenth-century fernale 

predecessors was their professionatism. l9 ~amngton's drcorative art has been viewed as 

Victorian in spirit and in practice by critics such as Hill and Grimes. Elinor summanzes 

the problem thus: "Camngton did not produce a body of work that can h- !ocked into 

place as part of the steady 'progress' of 'mainstream' art in England. Much of what she 

made would not be called art at all. Her productions included 'curious Victorian style 

pictures made from coloured tin-foi1 and paper.' Elliott and Wallace provide further 

explanation of Carrington's marginalization when they discuss how the movement to 

professionalize the arts in the early twentieth century was coupled with a rejection of the 

ans and l iterature of the nineteenth century. Victorian styles were devalued and those 

who imitated them were seen as secondary or amateur.I2' Such evaluations clearly 

harnpered the appreciation of Camngon's work. 

At the same time, it was just as important wltere Camngton and Bell created their 

decorative arts as whur they produced. With few exceptions, Camngton produced her 

decorative work at horne.lz3 Bell worked at home as well, but she produced her most 

critically renowned decorative work at the Omega Workshop. She also worked in 

partnerships with Grant and Fry. Bell's production of decorative arts in a studio outside 

the home for exhibition and sale discouragd conflation with the conventional image of 

women's amateur decorative work. Janice Helland has pointed out that there is a critical 

distinction between decorative art made within the home and those which are made in a 

studio outside of the home.la Pollock and Parker elaborate on this important 

' l9 Twitchell, p. 167. 
''O . - .  Eiiior, p. 3 1 Eiinor cites Nicolette Devas, Two Flamboyant F~thzrs, London., 1966 '' ' Elliott and Wallace, p. 69. 
I ï  Ellion and Wallace, p. 34. 
lZ3 Carrington also cornpleted a limited number of commissions outside of her home for the Ornega 
Workshop, locd businesses and fnends. 

lanice Helland, "Cornmiminit, Friendship and Pleasure: A nudy of Nineteenth Century Wornen Anists 
and their work (paper presented at Queen's University, 19 ~overnber. 1998). Her study is forthcoming as a 
book by Ashgate Publishing, London. 



discrepancy: "what distinguishes art From craft in the hierarchy is not so much different 

methods, practices and objects but also where those things are made, ofien for the 

family." " 5  Consequently, whiie both ûïtists produced and sold decorative art, Bell 

fulfilled certain professional critena, such 2- incorporating contemporary theory as well 

as exhibiting and working outside the home in a professional studio, and so she is 

accorded the critical respect that has eluded Camngton. 

Even the decorative arts that Bell produced at home afler the demise of the Wokshop 

have received attention, perhaps because the work has been seen as a continuation of her 

Omega work. The renovation of her former home, Charleston (which she and Grant 

decorated), was funded by a much publicized appeal in England and the United States. 

Marler States that the appeal "gave an incalculable boost to pell's] fortunes ... and 

generated tremrndous arnounts of p~biicity."~?~ Today, Charleston generates as rnuch 

literature, although perhaps not as much critical respect, as the Omega Workshop. 

Despite the equal participation of Grant in the decoration of Charleston, Marler 

observes that it is hard to deny Bell's preeminence at the h 0 ~ s e . I ~ ~  Unfortunately, Bell's 

popularity at Charleston is also wrapped in established perceptions of femininity. It 

seems to be only within the traditional domain of women that Bell has prima- status 

over Grant. In most OF the literature concerning the Omega Workshop, Bell is given 

similar or, more o f h ,  less attention than Grant. Yet, Bell is seen as the dominant artist at 

Charleston, where traditional perceptions about women, domesticity, and decorative art 

are united. 

Despite the professional recognition that Bell received For her decorative work, there 

is still a distinction made in the literature between her "fine art" production and her 

decorative art. In 1916 at the Omega Workshop, Bell had a show of dresses, for which 

Parker and Pollock p. 70. 
hIar1er. 1997, p. 125. 

12' Marier. 1997, p. 226. 



she designed both the fabric and the clothes. Although this took place six years before her 

first solo show of painting, it is rarely mer.:ioneà in the literatureE8 and has never been 

considered her first solo show. In fact, it is only within Isabelle Anscombe's account of 

the Omega Workshop, Omrgu urtdA/rer (1981). that this exhibition is noted in any detail 

or with any cntical appraisal.129 And while Shone briefiy includes it in Bloomsbury 

Portruits, it is only mentioned within a chronology of Bell's life. Ellioa and Wallace refer 

to the exhibition, but they do not consider it her first solo show. I3O It seems that because 

it was an exhibition of, as Pollock puts it, "arts that adorn people," and not "fine art," it 

has been denied recognition as Bell's first solo art show. 

Art as Auiobiograplty- " Femi*nineW Genres 

It is not only what Bell and Carringon produced that leads to their devaluation, but 

also how it has been characterized. Bell's and Carrington's art is Iabeled autobiographical 

in much of the literature. In Jane Hill's 1994 monograph on Camngton, Michael Holroyd 

asserts in the foreword, "Camngton was prîncipally an autobiographical artist who 

painted the people and the places she loved."13 Although it is important to contextualize 

art, to characterize it primarily as autobiographical is oRen limiting. Elliott and Wallace 

point out that to claim art is autobiographical supports the "unproblematic access to their 

[the artist's] persona1 histories and to their historical and cultural rn i l ieu~." '~~ There is a 

tendency in the more biographical literature on Bell and Camngton to emphasize the 

i28 There is no mention ofhis show in Frances Spaiding's biogaphy of Bell. ' 29 r\nscornbe, pp. 6 1-62. 
13* They state, "It is sisnihint that her first solo show (other than a srnall exhibition at the Omega 
Workshop in 19 16) was not until lune 1922 when she was featured by the lndepedent Gallel. EIliott and 
Wallace, p. 80. 

Holroyd in HiIl 1994. p. 9. 
13* Ellion and Wallace. p. 38. 



autobiographical nature of their art. And their art is then used to illustrate their lives more 

than their lives are used to illustrate their art.L33 

By emphasizhg the autobiographical aspects of Bell's and Camngton's art, there is 

ofien a coriesponding disparagemen: of the art itsel f. In early twentiethîentury Britain, 

non-objective art was more critically valued than representational art. As Elliott and 

Wallace point out, "this conflation of art and life [suggested in 'autobiographical' art] runs 

counter to the 'kind of Platonism' espoused by modemist cntics wherein 'that which is 

removed from actuality is, by definition, the most aesthetically va l~able . ' " '~~  They go on 

to state, in regard to the American writer Nathalie Bamey and the artist Romaine Brooks, 

"the work [of such wornen] rooted as it is in their social milieu and in autobiographical 

experience, cannot be evaluated on the 'purely aesthetic criteria' espoused by fomaiist 

critics like Roger ~ r ~ . " ~ ~ ~  By analogy, to label Carringion's and Bell's work 

autobiographical is oflen to see the formal qualities of their art as secondai).. This is 

reflected in the relatively enthusiastic critical reception of Bell's earlier and more 

formally-based paintings. Throughout much of the literature her earlier art is seen as her 

most important work and her later and more representational work is oRen dismissed. As 

Fry pronounced, "no one who has a real understanding of the an  of painting attaches any 

importance to what we cal1 the subject of a picture - what is represented."I3"rt 

historians such as Shone and Hamson see Bell's later work as unworthy of discussion. 13' 

Similarly, many of the more recent retrospective exhibitions have focused on Bell's 

earlier abstract works, rather than her later more representational pieces. 

' 33 For example, Nael Carrington's 1 978 catalogue, Ctarringtorr: Poi,rrittgs. Drawittgs ami Decarcz~im~s. 
uses her paintings solely to illustrate the story of her life. 
13' Ellion and Wallace. p. 38. uicorporating Nochli~ 1978. pp. 1548. 
13* Ellion and Wallace, p. 38. ' 36 Fry cited in Deirdre Madrigai, A drfferent form of rraliryr -4pprwching on i,rterpretorio,t of Forrnaiist 
irfl~rencrs rrporz fhr mtistic developmenr of filgiish Pairirer Cvanessa Beliji-om the perspective of fernirisr 
revisiortist histuty ( A m  Ahor: UbU Press, 1993). p. 9. ' See my earlier discussion on page 4 regardmg Charles Hanison's Et~gfish Art a»<l .%ladrniim, 1900- 
1939 (198 1). 



The prevalent belief that Bell's and Carrington's art is autobiographical is not only 

predicated upon a stronpr f ~ c u  ori their lives ihan tL,eir art. It is also rooted in the 

subject matter both women chose-primarily pomaiture, !rndscape and domestic genre 

compositions. The undervalued and conventionally ferninine genres Bell and Carrington 

chose to paint have contributed to their marginaliuition. As Elliott and Wallace note, 

[Bell's] intense interest in the private, the persona1 and the rnundane 
appeared in the subjects she chose to paint, the undentalued genres that 
gave her most pleasure ... which for the most part ran counter to the trends 
established by more publicly recognized male modemists ... contributed 
to ... her own.. .devaluation in the modemist canon. 13*  

Pollock observes that conventionally "these genres were iess prestigious and thought to 

dcmand less ski11 and intellect. By association, women artists specializing in these 'lesser' 

genres were themselves regarded as artists of lesser talent."139 These genres have also 

been seen as imitative rather than innovative. As Bell's and Carrington's art is seen as 

autobiographical, and perceived to be based in thei r day-to-day domestic experience, its 

imitative nature is also foregrounded. Yet, it is also tnie that these genres were popular at 

the time and in line with the work of the British avant-garde. Art historian Judith Collins 

has noted that "Roger Fry, the chief proponent of the style which he christened Post- 

Impressionism ... urged artists to paint pictures which called up an emorional timelrss 

quali ty... and to choose from a well-tied range of subject matter, such as still-lifes which 

included flowee, landscape and straighûonvard portraiture."L40 Therefore, Bell's and 

Camngton's subject matter can be seen as being in line with the subjective criteria of the 

day, with which they both would have been familiar.141 So it is not the subjects that Bell 

1:8 Elliott and Wallace, p. 89. ' J~ Pollock, 1 Ïsio,, a d  Dflerrt~ce: Fcmitri,ti& FFrmism m l  the His~ories of Art (London: Routkdse, 
1988), p. 44. 
140 Judith Collins. Five Womn Painters Ed.  Judith Collins, Teresa Grimes and Onana Baddeley (London: 
Lennard Pubtisiung, l989), p. 2 1. 
l4' Both Bell and to a lesser extent Carrington, discussed art and were ciose fnends with Fry. 



and Camngton chose, but the pejorative connections between women artists and "lesser 

genres" that contributed to their marginaiization. 

The chronic characterizaticn of their art as autobiographical has perhaps more to do 

with preconceptions about women ana their connections to these genres. Afier ail, Grant 

painted similar subject matter,142 but has never been seen consistently as an 

autobiographical painter. Rather, his art is noted for its "imaginative conception of 

composition." 143 Indeed, Chnstopher Reed has pointed out, 

Bloomsbury's art is small-scale, intimate, consistently involved in the 
domestic pleasures of house and garden, ofien irrevocably tied ?O modem 
use: pottery, textiles, painted fumiture, murals and mosaics. The domestic 
focus of Bloomsbury's art was neither a casual nor an isolated 
phenornenon, but it takes its part with the group's fomalist aesthetic 
theory, literature, and political writing as pan of a comprebensive 
ideology of modemism. 

Therefore, aithough Bloomsbury was known for its espousal of the conventionally lesser 

genres, these did not stand Bell and Camngton in good stead. These genres were 

associated with women's domrstic art produced within the home. Thus, because 

Camngton and Bell were women, their art was more easily conflated with conventional 

perceptions of female an. 

(Re) Preseicting Vanessa Bell 

Encouragingly, there is recent literature that looks at Be li's art and presents a model 

for re-examination of marginalized female artists, Deirdre Madrigal's Ph.D. dissertation A 

urtistic cievelopment of Engiish painter Vanessu Bell from the perspective of feminist 

142 Grant and Bell were not only involved personally, but they also painted together, oRen sharinp rnodels 
and subject matter. 
143 Shone. 1976. p. 17. 

Chnstopher Red, Re-Imaginiig Domrstidy: nie Bfaornsb~~ry Artivs a d  rhr l icrorian Avmif-Garde 
(AM Arbor: bTMI Press, 199 1), p. 7. Reed completed his dissertation at Yale University in 199 1. 



revisronist histo- ( 1993), and Ellion and Wallace's Wornen Artists und Wrriers: 

hlodernist (Im)po.sitioning:. ( 1994). IJ5 The authors evaluate and offer aiternatives to the 

prevailing image and reading of Vanessa Bell. Ahhough Madrigal, and Elliott and 

Wallace have incorporateci much of Bell's penonal history into the studies, particularl y 

her relationship with her sister Virginia Woolf, they have used it as a valid point of 

comparison between the two women. Rather than seeing Bell's li fe as the prima- area of 

interest, they employ her corn pl icated and gendered position both within and outside 

Bloornsbury to examine her marginalization in art history. They incorporate Woolf as an 

rxample of a professional woman from a similar background in early twentieth-century 

Ençland. Madrigal, unlike writers such as Jane Dunn or Diane Gillespie, uses Woolf and 

her writing only as a point of comparison for her study of Bell's art. Ellion and Wallace 

examine Woolf and Bell equally, reflecting their litera- and art historical 

backgrounds,146 rather than using Bell as simply another resource for further study of 

Woolf. 

In A ciiflerentjimn «/'reulity, Madrigal analyses Bell's art and life by re-exarnining not 

only the larçer social context within which Bell worked, but also the conventional art 

historical methodologies applied in studies of her career. She also attempts to examine 

Bell's position as both a woman and an artist within the context of the aesthetic and 

politicai developments of her era. In panicular, she looks at the "formation and influence 

of formalistic ideals, considered patriarchal in nature, upon Bell's paintinç."lJ7 To this 

end, Madrigal incorporates the Feminist revisionist approach espoused by Pollock. She 

defines "revision" as "correctinç or completinç the record, looking again at a deliberate 

critical act to see through the stereotypes of Our society as these are taken for granted in 

IJ5 Madrigal cornpleted her dissertation in 1993 at the University of Oregon. 
14' In 1994. Bridget Ellion was an Associate Professor of Art and Design and JO-hnn Wallace was an 
Associate Professor of English at the University of Alberta. 
14' Madrigal. p. 1. 



daily life and deeply imbedded in academic tradition."14* Madrigal sees that in 

"aîtemptinç to situate Bell wviinin an art historical canon it becomes necessary to 

challenge the leçitirnacy of the power stnicture and the very authenticity of our aesthetic 

conditioning." lJ9 

Madrigal specifically addresses how Bell used her life as subject matter for her art. As 

previously discussed, many writen have characterized Bell's art as autobiographical, 

using this label as reason enough to rnarginalize Bell. 1 have also pointed out that a 

similar approach has been taken to Camngton's work. Further, critics have devalued 

Bell's art as it seemed to move away from a Formalist abstract style towards a more 

conventional representational style. According to Madriçal, the male-defined lan~wase of 

Formalist art became repressive instead of expressive for Bell. Subsequently, Bell began 

to employ what Madrigal sees as anothrr kind of Modemist aesthetic in both her choice 

of genre and style. Madrigal suggests that, 

Perhaps a major consequence of Bell's work results in a need for a 
redefinition of artistic purpose. An extended artistic criterion allows this 
research to broach the concept of an aesthetic which is ferninist in nature. 
Historically, the art of women has been assessed by standards based upon 
male noms often not applicable to the work of women. 150 

in this fahion, Madrigal posits that the art of Bell's iater life can be seen as equally valid, 

as it responds to Modemist ideals which incorporate various stylistic responses to 

individual aesthetic p r ~ b l e r n s . ' ~ ~  She also recognizes rhat Modemism "acknowledged 

those alternative aesthetic values of the personal experience ... typical of a feminist 

approach which encourages an eclectic aesthetic indicative of ferninine values." ' 52 

- - 
15' Madrigal. p. 125. 
15' Madrisd. p. 117. 
I s 2  MadrigaL p. 124. 



Through Madrigal's revisionist methodologies, re-eval uations and new conclusions can 

be made conceming the basic prernises that marginalize Bell, among them the 

characterization of her art as autobiographicai. Ry implementing altemate methodologes 

that reject conventional an  htstorical criteria, Carrington's divergent choices of art, genre, 

and lifestyle can similariy be acknowledged as valid. In fact, the connection between 

Camngton's art and a Modtmist aesthetic should be pursued, irtstead of continually 

dismissing her style and subject matter as persona1 or derivative. 

In their book hfodernist (Im)pmiti'inings, Ell iott and Wallace propose to "examine the 

ways in  which women artists and writers within the field of 'modernism' are positioned in 

relation both to male producers of 'modemist' texts und each ~ t h e r . " ~ ~ ~  Using four pain 

of women artists and writers as case-studies, they examine four "modemist" ternis: the 

avant-garde, professionalism, genius, and economic disinterestedness. Within the chapter 

" Professional ism, Genre and the Sister(s') Arts: Vanessa Bel 1 and Virginia Woolf," Elliott 

and Wallace focus "on the ways in which an idea of 'professionalism' mediates between 

gender, genre and class within the discursive field of 'rn~dernism.'" '~~ Even more 

imponantly they recognize that they must examine differences that are historical and 

gender-based, and usinç these guidelines, the conventional perceptions of genre and c. 

professionalism that have rnarginalized Bell. 155 

While other witers have used Bloomsbury simply as a lively background, or source, 

for Bell's (and Camngton's) an, Elliott and Wallace see the Group as a site that is both 

enabling and limiting for women. They note that "the relative comfort of that space 

~loornsbury] removed for pell and Woolfl the necessity for them to seek alliances with 

other female avant-garde practitioners." 156 This is also tme for Carrington, who it has 

53 Elliott and Wallace, p. 15. 
l j 4  Elliott and Wallace. p. 57. 
155 Elliott and Wallace. p. 56. 
156 Elliott and Wallace, p. 59. 



been noted, lived an isolated existence within a more literary than artistic group of 

fiends. 157 Bell's, and particularly Carrington's, isolation from the larger art world, which 

lessened their participation in exhibitions and professional artists' associations. is oflen 

perceived as demonstrating a lack of professionalism.lSS Ellioa and Wallace recognize 

that, for Bloomsbury, professionalism oRen conflicted with a "'rnodemist' ideology of 

artistic and (financial) disintere~tedness."~~~ Bloomsbury memben often rejected the 

self-promotion and "popularity" that professionalism could necessitate.160 00 for Bell 

and Camngton, being a professional could mean distancing themselves from the 

conventional imap  of the amateur woman artist. Yet, it could also mean actively seeking 

a mainstream success which they did not necessarily desire.161 Further, Elliott and 

Wallace note that as more women became professionals, there was a corresponding 

devaluation of genres that were associated with women, such as portraiture and the 

novel. And, as 1 have pointed out, both Camngton and Bell often chose to paint within 

these convrntionally ferninine genres. Therefore, the professionalization of art offered 

conflictinç benefits and pitfalls for them. 

Elliott and Wallace further examine Bell's perception of professionalism through her 

portraits of other women and of herself. Writen such as Elinor have used these portraits 

to label her art autobiographical, or have seen them as intrinsically understood only by 

women. Ellion and Wallace reject this notion of "reading the visual language of these 

paintings as a simple metaphor of female ' e~per ience ." '~~~ Instead, they examine the 

ways in which the portraits can illuminate the particular costs and benefits involved in 

57 See for example Grimes. p. I 1 1 and Hill. 1994. p. 84. 
58 This isolation was both cultural and physical; both anias lived outside o f  London 
59 Ellion and Wallace. p. 70. 

As Elliott and Wallace point  ou^ Bloornsbury's relatively stable financial situation allowed them to 
remain somewhat alooFFrom the "considerations of the marketplace." Elliott and Wallace, pp. 56-57. ' Eiiiott and Wallace, p. 65. refer specificaüy to  Woolf's discussion on women and professionalism in 
Thrre u'lcirwas. 
16' Elliott and Wallace. pp. 62-63. 



being a "wornan of ~ l o o m s b u r y . " ~ ~ ~  They see Bell's complicated representations of 

women expressing, through experiineita! modemist fonn, the conflicting roles for 

contemporary women. 

Elliot and Wallaca assen Further that a deconstruction of prevailing attitudes towards 

marginalized artists can be achieved. As Elizabeth Fox-Genovese states, such an 

approac h would c ha1 lenge 

rnainstream history not to substitute the chronicle of the fernale subject for 
that of the male, but rather to restore conflict, ambi~wity and tragedy to the 
centre of the art historical process: to explore the vaned and unequal terms 
upon which çenders, classes and races participate in fonning a common 
desti ny . l 64 

Conclusion: OnginaUCopy - the Representatiori of Carrington and Bell 

The purpose of this paper has been to expose and discuss the biases rooted in the 

historiography of Vanessa Bell and Camngton, two wornen artists in the early twentieth- 

century intellectual circle, the Bloomsbury Group. 1 examined a representative selection 

of the literature in seven significant areas of study: surveys of British modem art, 

exhibition catalogues, writings on the artists of the Bloomsbury Group. biographies, 

collections of their letten and writings. writings on the "women of Bloomsbury," and 

Feminist readings. I explored three sipificant factors that contributed to the 

marginalization of Bell and Carrington in the literature. First, I looked at the perception 

of what constitutes professionalism in art, specifically participation in exhibitions and 

professional artists' associations. Second, I discussed their extensive production of 

decorative arts, including what they produced and where it was produced, and its critical 

reception. And finally, 1 explored the perceived autobiographical 

their art. 
- -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - 

and ferninine nature of 

' 63 Elliott and Wallace. p. 63. 
164 Elizabeth Fox-Genovese. cited in Pollock 1996. p. 19. 



Ultimately, 1 believe that the construction and methodology of much of the literature 

paint both Bell's and Carrington's worh a secondary or derivative. The representation of 

women artists as copies of a (male) origiïtal has been explored by Elliott and Wallace. 

They observe that, within the rnodernist avant-garde, "men artists and writers are 

originaton while women artists and writers are denvative, offenng pale copies and 

translations of their colleayes' more 'seminal w ~ r k s . " ' ~ ~ ~  In their study of the artist 

Romaine Brooks and the writer Nathalie Barney, they suggest that Brooks and Barney 

"have been constnicted as 'second-hand' artists in three overlapping areas: their work has 

been seen as of only secondary interest to their lives; they have been described as 

working in 'old-fashioned genres; and their lesbian sexuality ... was regarded as a pale 

copy of heterosexual 1 believe that the literature conceming Carrington, and 

to a lesser extent Beli, is constructed with a similar binary opposition of original and 

copy. As 1 have show, their lives, rather than their art, have been of primary interest in 

much of the literature. They chose subjects for their art that were perceived as lesser 

genres. Their interest in decorative art is represented as "feminine" or "old-fashioned," 

and their prima. role is that of women of Bloomsbury. Elliott and Wallace posit that the 

"opposition (original and copy), more often than not, has marked the difference between 

masculine and feminine creative work in critical reconstructions of avant-garde 

rnodemi~rn." '~~ Similarly, Carrington and Bell, in analyses of their art, are framrd in 

relation to, or in cornparison wieth, their male partner. That Grant's work has been seen as 

"original" and "innovative," while Bell's work has been viewed as derivative, is evidence 

of this çendered relationship. The characterization of their art as autobiographical has 

also encouraged a perception of their art as more imitative than innovative-copies rather 

than originals. Carrington's rejection of a professional art career and incorporation of 

16' Ellion and Wallace, p. 35. 
166  ilion and Wallace. p. 34. 
167 Ellion and Wallace. p. 34. 



nineteenth-century art techniques into her work has only added to the perception of her as 

copy in this opposition. 

Indeed, the representation of Carrington as a copy seems to have pervaded the 

literature conceming her art. In many cases, these fictions have persisted long enough 

that they have assumed the mantle of truth. There has yet to be a critical appraisal of 

Camngton that does not incorporate many of these misieading views. However, the work 

of Madrigal, and Elliott and Wallace offers reason to be hopeful. The use of alternate 

methodologies to "generate critical, even new rneanings," instead of those perpetuating 

the biases of much of the historiography, may result in truer likenesses and 

representations of marginalized women artists, not least among them Camngton. 
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